[Repeated inflammatory pain syndrome in newborn male rats changes adaptive behavior during adolescent period of development].
The study is devoted to the investigation of the effects of the repeated inflammatory pain syndrome of newborn male rat pups at the age of one and two days of life on characteristics of adaptive behaviors in the formalin test, the elevated-plus maze, the forced swim test and also in the swimming pool spatial test in these animals at the age of 25 days. The new data are enhancement of functional activity of the tonic nociceptive system, an increase in depression like behavior, impairment of spatial learning. A priority fact has been obtained that indicates that a short (60 min) repeated maternal deprivation of newborn rat pups (a stressful impact) without inflammatory noxious impact results in changes of the adaptive behaviors in 25-day-old animals. The evaluation of pain patterns organized at different levels of the central nervous system in the formalin test let us to find differences between effects of early painful and stressful impacts on the behavioral indices under study.